ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is a common malignancy, and represents more than 3% of adult solid malignant tumors (1) . Most RCCs are diagnosed in early-stage disease, but approximately 25% of RCC patients have systemic metastases at initial diagnosis (2, 3) . Two randomized controlled trials have confirmed the benefit of cytoreductive nephrectomy (CN) on metastatic RCC (mRCC) in the pretargeted therapy era (4) (5) (6) . The use of CN had been steadily increasing after 2001, and was generally viewed as a treatment standard (7, 8) . In 2005, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the use of vascular endothelial growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors (VEGFR-TKIs) in renal carcinoma. The unprecedented antitumor activity and relatively favorable toxicity profile of the modern targeted therapies resulted in a shift of the standard systemic therapy for mRCC (9) (10) (11) . So, in the era of VEGFR-TKIs, it is uncertain the appropriate role of CN. The present study will explore factors associated with CN and evaluate its role in modern day practice within a large North American population-based dataset.
MATERIALSN AND METHODS
Data for the current analysis were derived from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) registry. The SEER has collected clinical and pathological data in 19 specified geographic areas of the United States (US) since 1973, including the Atlanta, Detroit, San Francisco-Oakland, Seattle-Puget Sound metropolitan areas and the states of Connecticut, Hawaii, Iowa, New Mexico, and Utah. These data are highly representative of the demographic makeup of the United States, especially in terms of geography, socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity, and age (12) .
Because VEGFR-TKIs were mainly used for clear cell renal cell cancer (13) , its diagnostic codes ("International Classification of Disease for Oncology", 3rd edition, histology coding 8310) were used as inclusion criteria. The presence of histology coding 8310 and AJCC stage M1 (derived AJCC 6 th edition) resulted in the identification of 2305 patients with metastatic clear cell renal cell cancer (mCCRCC) from 2006 to 2009. Patients who underwent a radical surgical removal of kidney, were included in the surgery group. Only patients who did not undergo surgery were included in the "no surgery group". The duration of survival after nephrectomy or from the date of mRCC diagnosis was determined according to the SEER survival time definition. We selected 2006 as the initial year because 2005 was the time of initial regulatory approval for VEGFR-TKI's use in renal carcinoma. Follow-up was defined as the time between date of diagnosis and date of death or November 2011 whichever came first.
Statistical analyses
Baseline statistics were analyzed with means for continuous variables (age, tumor size) and proportions for categorical variables (race/ethnicity, stage). The baseline differences of two groups were compared using chi-squared for categorical variables. T-test was used for comparison of age, while Wilcoxon test was used for comparison of tumor size. Cox proportional hazard regression model was used to calculate the survival rate.
As patients were not randomly selected for nephrectomy, a propensity score was calculated reflecting the probability of a person undergoing nephrectomy given a set of known covariates. A multivariable regression model, including these factors univariably associated with nephrectomy, was used to obtain the propensity of nephrectomy for each patient. Then the patients without surgery were matched by the patients with surgery based upon the propensity score. This would adjust the bias due to imbalance of certain prognostic variables associated with nephrectomy to a certain extent. Then a cox survival model for the matched patients, including all variables associated with survival, was made to evaluate the beneficial effect of nephrectomy. Sensitivity analysis for this model on a hazard ratio scale was also performed (14) . Analyses were conducted using the R statistical package (the R foundation for Statistical Computing, version 2.15.2).
RESULTS
The radical nephrectomy rate of all 2305 patients was 49.3% (n=1133). 943 patients did not receive any therapy for the local tumor, while 11 patients had no information whether they received the therapy or not. 218 patients receiving other therapy rather than "radical nephrectomy" were excluded, including local tumor destruction, thermal ablation, electrocautery, cryosurgery, "simple nephrectomy" and so on. Additional exclusions consisted of unknown T stage (n=363), unknown N stage (n=170). Only the records of patients with the tumor size available were considered in the present study. This resulted in the exclusion of another 38 patients with an unknown tumor size. So, 1505 patients were included in this study.
Among 1505 assessable patients, 1038 (68.97%) were men, and the average age was 62.1 years. The no-surgery patients (n=460) were significantly older (65.77 vs 60.51 years, P<0.001), had almost the same proportion of women (31.1% vs 31.0%, P>0.5), and had smaller tumors (median size, 7.5 vs 9.0 cm, P<0.001) than the surgery patients (n=1045). Race, T stage and N stage were also associated with nephrectomy (Table-1 ). At 1, 2 and 3 years of follow-up, the cancer-specific survival rate was 44.9%, 28.3%, and 20.6% for the no-surgery group vs 72.7%, 54.1% and 47.2% for the surgery group, respectively (hazard ratio 0.39, 95%CI: 0.33-0.46, log-rank P<0.001). All factors univariably associated with nephrectomy were included in the multivariable logistic regression model which is presented in Table-1. Race, T stage, N stage and age at diagnosis remained significantly associated with nephrectomy. This multivariable model was also used to estimate the propensity score for each patient (the probability of undergoing a nephrectomy).
After the match process based upon propensity scores, 442 no-surgery patients were matched with 442 surgery patients. In this matched population (n=884), the 1-, 2-, and 3-year estimate was 45.1%, 27.9%, and 21.7% for the no--surgery group vs 70.6%, 52.2%, and 41.7% for the surgery group, respectively (hazard ratio 0.42, 95%CI: 0.35-0.52, log-rank P<0.001, Figure-1 ).
DISCUSSION
As we know, the use of CN in the cytokine therapy era was supported by two randomized trials conducted by the Southwest Oncology Group and by the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (4-6). In the era of molecular targeted therapy, there has been some retrospective data about the combined use of CN with systemic targeted therapy (15) (16) (17) . But their results were controversial and the number of patients was small. The present population-based study may be one of the large sample investigations to explore the prognostic factors associated with CN and evaluate its role in modern molecular targeted therapy era.
Among demographic variables, age and race except gender appeared to be independent factors associated with nephrectomy. Black people appeared less likely to be submitted to CN than White or Asian group, while older people were less likely, either. But these factors may be confounded by performance status, comorbidity, economic conditions and so on. Kader et al. (18) found that the prognosis amongst elderly is comparable to the younger patients if they survive the surgery. So age alone should not be a criterion whether or not to treat patients with cytoreductive surgery (8) .
Tumor size and TNM stage were significantly associated with the probability of nephrectomy as well. Local or regional advanced tumors make surgical intervention a high risk and have been shown to be associated with a poor prognosis (19, 20) . However, the majority of these patients in the present study were still submitted to CN: more than 70% of patients with T3 disease and more than 60% of patients with positive lymph node. This indicated the importance of surgical removal of primary tumor, tumor thrombus and positive lymph node in the mRCC setting. As T1a were concerned, more than half of these patients included in our study did not receive any therapy for renal carcinoma. However, this did not mean that the local treatment was unimportant. Due to smaller tumors, these patients might choose other local therapy rather than "radical nephrectomy", including local tumor destruction, thermal ablation, electrocautery, In Table- 2 the results of the univariable and multivariable Cox proportional hazard regression analyses are presented. Race, tumor size, T stage, N stage and age at diagnosis were univariablely associated with cancer-specific survival. Less median household income associated with better cancer-specific survival, although this was not statistically significant (P=0.056). In multivariable Cox proportional hazard regression model, race, T stage, N stage, and median household income significantly associated with survival.
Sensitivity analysis on a hazard ratio scale indicated that the hazard ratio might be above 1.00 only when the unknown factor had an opposite effect on survival which was 3-fold than cytoreductive nephrectomy (Table-3) . cryosurgery and so on. These cases were beyond the scope of the present study and have been excluded, which might result in the low proportion of patients receiving CN.
Our results have demonstrated a survival benefit when CN was performed compared with no surgery. The effect of performing CN was related to 2.5-fold increase in cancer-specific survival rate (P<0.001). The lack of randomization represents a major limitation of the present study, which means differences that could exist between the surgery group and no-surgery groups might not have been optimally adjusted. So propensity scores were used for statistical adjustment of some factors (age, gender, tumor size, race, TNM stage, local economic situation and so on). As an observational study, other factors unavailable from SEER database may affect the survival rates of the patients with mRCC, including comorbidities, performance status, the number of metastatic sites and laboratory variables (eg, hemoglobin, calcium, lactate dehydrogenase) (21, 22) . If these unmeasured variables were included in the analysis it would possibly change the conclusions. Sensitivity analysis is a way to see how much of a relationship needs to exist with the unmeasured variable before the conclusions change. In present study, the sensitivity analysis demonstrated the hazard ratio might be above 1.00 only when the unknown factor had an opposite effect on survival which was 3-fold than cytoreductive nephrectomy. So we could say that the survival benefit related to cytoreductive nephrectomy was not due to an unfavorable performance status or multiple comorbidities in the patients in the no-surgery group, and the lack of performance status and/or baseline comorbidity data did not spuriously inflate the survival benefit of surgery (23) .
CONCLUSIONS
Although the data came from the United States and there might be different clinical selection criteria used for cytoreductive nephrectomy candidates in other countries, the results of our study have shown that cytoreductive nephrectomy significantly improves the survival of patients with metastatic clear cell renal cell carcinoma even in the targeted therapy era. According to SEER database, race, T stage, N stage and age at diagnosis were significantly associated with nephrectomy, while race, T stage, N stage and median household income were significantly associated with cancer-specific survival. We hope that our result sheds some light on the ongoing clinical trial of this aspect (24) .
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
In this edition of Int Braz J Urol, Doe et al. describe an interesting retrospective analysis of the role of cytoreductive nephrectomy (CN) in patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma (mRCC) from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database. This is a widely researched and discussed topic in uro-oncology precisely because we have few (possibly none) high quality studies with level of evidence that can guide practice and help clinical management of such patients in the targeted therapy era.
The concept of cytoreduction is one of the pillars of modern surgical oncology and is applied in various types of neoplasms such as ovarian, colonic, bladder and more recently some groups have evaluated its role in prostate cancer (1, 2) . In the mRCC scenario, two randomized phase III trials investigated the role of CN in the treatment of patients with mRCC during the immunotherapy era (3, 4) . The combined analysis of such trials demonstrated a median survival of 13.6 months in the CN group versus 7.8 months in the systemic therapy-only group. The 31% difference in risk of death was statistically significant (p=0.002) favoring surgery (5) . And this was considered the standard approach until the emergence of targeted therapy. Since then, the role of CN has been questioned.
Retrospective studies have confirmed the importance of CN in the targeted therapy era. However, unlike immunotherapy with interferon or IL-2, it is known that TKIs and mTOR inhibitors might present an objective response on the primary tumor too. That said, some key questions must be answered. Who deserves to undergo CN? What are the criteria used to select candidates for CN? When CN must be offered, prior or after systemic therapy? Is there any place for nephron-sparing surgery? Evidence suggests that patients at low or intermediate risk groups, with good performance status, low extrarenal tumor burden and no central nervous system metastasis are the ideal candidates to CN (6) . The remaining issues remain unanswered.
The SURTIME trial (EORTC 30073, NCT01099423) and the CARMENA trial (NCT00930033) are currently investigating the utility of CN in the targeted therapy era and its ideal timing. Until preliminary results of such studies are published, the clinical management of mRCC patients will be based on extrapolations from the immunotherapy era; and despite all the limitations, from some interesting retrospective studies such as Doe et al. study.
